Max on but I have been unhappy ever since because I cannot forget Mac-  their condition. They were boarded over during the war;
Donald and whether for that or some other reason patches of paint the size of thumb-nails have been knocked off four or five of them in the lower parts. In particular the head in the left-hand corner of the Roman one has a whole row of these patches so knocked off and showing the white ground. I wish your authority and prestige could do something about it: somebody ought to be beheaded.
L. Haward had told me before that they do not get proper care because they seem to be in nobody's department. He felt, and I think quite rightly, that they ought to be in his charge; but somebody's departmental jealousies intervene.
I must stop. My wife and I join to send you our warm regards, and I am always yours.
GORDON BOTTOMLEY.
This is admirably put. Gordon Bottomley's plays, in fact, put me in mind of the Madox Brown paintings, of which he writes, whose figures wear the dress of a remote past, but are passionately alive, as though in the present. Bottomley refers to earlier books of portraits. During 19291 produced a new set of drawings, among them one of Max Beerbohm. Of this book Max wrote in his generous way:
My dearest Will,
It's a lovely book—say what you will against It! In course of reduction in scale, and of printing, some delicacies and subtleties must needs suffer; but really and truly it seems to me that in an imperfect world this latest book of yours should satisfy even the man whose work it inspires. Of one thing I am sure; these latest drawings of yours are absolutely your best. I don't know which are my prime favourites— possibly Shaw, T. S. Eliot, and myself, and, oh! well, the other nine. Very many congratulations. You gave me an enchanting account of Nauheim; and I was quite sorry to think of your having to tear yourself away. Still, I like to think of you in the sequestered glades of Airlie Gardens and 128

